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I. INTRODUCTION

AMONG THE technological innovations in the field of
MEMS sensors in the last decade, one possible approach

is the combination of micrometric and nanometric elements
in the same device. Such a process exploits relatively large
suspended masses and springs (e.g. 20 μm-thick) to transfer
forces to heavily-doped Silicon nano-gauges with a typical
cross-section in the order of (250 nm)2 and lengths in the
order of a few μm [1]. Through suitable geometrical designs,
a large stress concentration on the gauges can be obtained
under external forces, which can be therefore detected through
piezoresistive sensing. Device miniaturization can be obtained
thanks to the small area of this sensing element, compared
to arrays of capacitive sensing parallel plates. Descriptions of
sensors based on piezoresistive nano-gauges and preliminary
demonstration of their operation were given e.g. in [1]–[3].
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The goal of this work is to deepen the characterization of
this new process in terms of repeatability, through the analysis
of a suitable structure (A). The device features a tuning-fork
(TF) capacitive mode (where nano-gauges play no role in
determining the resonance) and a piezoresistive sensing (PS)
mode (whose frequency is by a large fraction determined by
the nano-gauge constraint). With this device, it is possible to
analyze the correlation between the TF and PS modes, i.e.
the fluctuation in their difference from part to part, locally
caused by process nonuniformities. A comparison is made
with a reference structure (B), having a similar TF mode but a
capacitive sensing (CS) mode, built in the ST Microelectronics
surface micromachining process [4].

The interest of this analysis is in the fact that several
devices in consumer applications operate with an intended
mismatch between e.g. a drive and a sense mode, with a well-
defined mode split [5]–[8]. In this condition, their sensitivity
is proportional to the inverse of the modes difference, so that
variations of the modes split from part to part correspondingly
imply low repeatability in the value of the sensitivity over
different samples.

Section II presents the two structures and their fabrication
processes, and defines two sources of sensitivity fluctuations
for devices based on Si nano-gauges (the gauge factor and
the frequency split). In Section III, a gauge factor of about
50 is measured, with a ±9% maximum deviation evaluated
across 10 samples. Section IV focuses on the results about
modes correlation, obtained on 26 samples of type A and
14 samples of type B. It is shown how for structure B there is
an almost unitary (±8%) correlation between the two modes,
as the variance in the process height and etching locally affects
in the same way the TF and CS modes. On the contrary, for
structure A an imperfect correlation (variations up to ±30%)
in the PS mode with respect to the TF mode is observed,
which demands new design guidelines. A theoretical analysis
to explain the observed results on the basis of the technological
corners, and new design guidelines for improved immunity to
process nonuniformities are finally discussed in Section V.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST DEVICES

Fig. 1 shows a schematic top-view of the structure. One can
distinguish the tuning fork springs and, for each device half:

- an external frame with combs to actuate/sense the TF
mode. Thanks to folded springs, the frame moves in
the x-direction but it is highly constrained along the
y-axis;



Fig. 1. Schematic view of a doubly decoupled tuning fork structure with
a lever system and piezoresistive sensing elements (nano-gauges). Numbers
indicate (1) drive springs, (2) tuning fork, (3) drive decoupling springs,
(4) sense decoupling springs, (5) rotational hinge and (6) nano-gauges.

- an inner decoupling frame, dragged in the horizontal
direction during TF actuation, and free to move also in
the y-direction thanks to the decoupling springs;

- a PS frame, decoupled from motion in the x-direction
by suitable springs, and free to tilt around a hinge under
differential displacements caused by the inner frame.

The PS lever is designed to transfer a differential stress to
a pair of nano-gauges, designed close to the rotation point.
The gauges position along the lever system is optimized in
order to have the largest possible linear-range stress (a few
hundred MPa) for a 50 nm target displacement of the lever tip.
The need for a decoupled architecture comes from the fact that
the gauges cannot stand large (e.g. a few μm) displacements
in the x-direction.1

In general, the need for a lever scheme comes from the
large axial stiffness of the nano-gauge: this would shift the
PS mode to very high frequencies if directly coupled (with
a y-axis orientation) to a translating PS frame.

The TF and PS modes are characterized by the reso-
nance frequencies fT F and fS respectively. There are several
examples of sensors (e.g. gyroscopes [7], [8] and recently
magnetometers [9], [10]) operating in a mode-split condi-
tion, i.e. with a small difference � f between fT F and fS .
A piezoresistive sensor of a physical quantity Q, operated in
a mode-split configuration, has a sensitivity proportional to the
piezoresistive gauge factor GF and to the inverse of the modes
split � f [3], [6], [9]:

�R

�Q
∝ G F

� f · Ag
(1)

In Eq. (1), the sensitivity is defined as the variation in
the resistances �R per unit change �Q in the quantity
to be measured (Ag is the gauge cross-section). The paper
therefore considers GF and � f as potential sources of vari-
ance in the sensitivity. Measurements of these parameters on
different samples will be given in Section III and IV, after

1The device resembles a TF gyroscope [7], [8], [11]–[13]; however, oper-
ation under angular rates is not shown, as only wafer-level samples are
available.

Fig. 2. SEM top-view image of the structure A tested in this work. A nano-
gauge view is enlarged in the inset. With respect to the scheme of Fig. 1,
four self-test electrodes are added inside the inner frames for electrostatic
actuation.

Fig. 3. Fabrication process flow for the realization of the structures with the
piezoresistive sense mode based on nano-gauges. Details of the process steps
highlighted in subplots (1)–(5) are given in the text.

a description of the devices and fabrication processes used in
this work.

A. Structure A (PS Sensing): Process and Description

The structure of major interest in this work, shown in the
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image of Fig. 2, features
a pair of piezoresistive nano-gauges linked to a lever system,
resembling the scheme presented in Fig. 1.

Its fabrication flow (Fig. 3) starts with a Silicon-on-
insulator (SOI) substrate, with 1-μm-thick buried oxide and a
250-nm-thick mono-crystalline Silicon top layer. This heavily
doped layer (resistivity 2.9 10−5 �·m) sets the nano-gauge
thickness. In the first process step, a deep ultraviolet (DUV)



Fig. 4. Results of FEM eigenfrequency analyses of the type-A structure with
a 20 μm height: (a) anti-phase TF mode; (b) levered sense mode.

lithography defines the nano-gauge layer planar geometry; the
etching is obtained through reactive ion etching (RIE). Then,
a 0.5-μm-thick oxide is deposited where the gauge layer must
be separated from the micrometric structures, defined in the
next process steps. Lithography and RIE etching of this oxide
only maintain this layer on top of nano-gauges.

Thick non-selective epitaxial growth is then done, both
on the crystalline Silicon and on the SiO2 layer lying on
top of the gauges, to form the 20-μm-thick MEMS part.
A lithography step and a deep RIE (DRIE) of the epitaxial
layer are operated as in standard processes to define the MEMS
structures and to open the SiO2 protective layer of the nano-
gauges. Finally, the sensor release is achieved by hydrofluoric
acid (HF) vapor etching. More details on the process can be
found in [1] and [14].

For the given process height, the nominal minimum width
for the micrometric suspended parts is 1 μm, with minimum
gaps of 750 nm.

The overall dimensions of structure A are 915 μm ×
443 μm. The nano-gauge cross section is (250 nm)2. Within
the inner frame, further electrodes are designed as electrostatic
self-test of the PS mode.

Finite element method (FEM) 3-D simulations were per-
formed for the modal analysis of the device. At least five
elements were used across the smallest features (springs and
nano-gauges). An equivalent density was used for the material
of the suspended mass to account for the (2 μm)2 holes needed
for the release. Comb fingers were condensed in a single block
to save computational complexity. Fig. 4 reports the anti-phase
TF mode and the levered PS mode, which are of interest for
this work. In particular, the design frequency for the TF mode
falls at 18.4 kHz, with the PS mode frequency at 17.6 kHz,
resulting in a nominal mismatch � f = 0.8 kHz.

B. Structure B – (Standard Micromachining Process)

The second structure is built with the ST Microelectronics
ThELMA (Thick Epitaxial Layer for Microactuators and

Fig. 5. Optical microscope top-view image of structure B tested in this
work.

Accelerometers) surface micromachining, well described e.g.
in [4]. The process has a minimum feature for suspended
widths and gaps of ∼ 2 μm. It allows the realization of sus-
pended structures with a polysilicon structural layer thickness
(22 μm) comparable to the process described above.

The fabrication begins with a thermal treatment at 1100 °C
of the substrate, to create a 2-μm-thick thermal, sacrificial,
oxide layer. Deposition and patterning of 750-nm-thick hor-
izontal interconnections are performed to define the buried
runners, which are used to bring electrical signals outside the
device. Deposition, patterning and planarization of a further
2.6-μm-thick SiO2 sacrificial layer is obtained through Plasma
Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition. The epitaxial polysili-
con structural layer is grown in the reactors, reaching a 22-μm
thickness. This structural layer is patterned by DRIE trench
anisotropic etching, to reach the oxide layer. Finally, dry HF
sacrificial oxide removal and contact metallization deposition
concludes the processing of the MEMS wafer (see [15] for
more details). Wafer-wafer packaging and dicing steps are not
performed for the devices of this work.

Structure B too (Fig. 5) resembles the scheme of Fig. 1,
having an anti-phase comb-driven TF mode and a levered
(even if decoupled) sense mode (see the optical image of
Fig. 2(b)). The major difference from structure A is in that here
the readout is obtained through capacitive pick-off electrodes,
so that both the TF and the CS modes depends on springs of
the same structural layer and with similar widths (1.9 μm).

The overall device dimensions are 885 μm ×370 μm, with
the mentioned height of 22 μm. The minimum hole area
is (4 μm)2. FEM simulations predict a nominal frequency
mismatch � f ∼ 2 kHz (25.1 kHz for the anti-phase drive
mode and 27.1 kHz for the sense mode).

It is worth noting that several fabrication steps of
structure A, which allows nano-gauge readout, are common
to those of the standard micromachining process given in
this Section. Fig. 6 reports two SEM images at the same
enlargement, showing in both cases a suspended mass facing
a fixed part, and the presence of sub-micrometric thin layers.
In both processes, sidewall scallops and footing effects are
negligible, with a resulting sharp profile of the epitaxial Silicon
after the DRIE. Therefore, such process imperfections will not
be considered as relevant in the following analysis.



Fig. 6. SEM pictures showing similar sharp vertical profiles (with almost
non-visible scallops and footing) obtained in the process with nano-gauges (a)
and in the ST Microelectronics process (b).

Fig. 7. Differential resistance variation as a function of the inner frame
displacement. The inset shows the measurement repeatability over 10 samples.

III. GAUGE-FACTOR REPEATABILITY

The gauge-factor is a parameter that determines the sensitiv-
ity of a sensor based on piezoresistive nano-gauges, as shown
in Eq. (1) (see also [1], [3], [14]). As it is a qualifying para-
meter for the process discussed in this work, its repeatability
is first analyzed.

Measurements of the gauge factor were thus performed on
Structure A using the self-test actuators. There are four self-
test electrodes, two per half structure, separated by 1 μm gap
from the frames. By actuating two opposite self-test electrodes
through quasi-stationary increasing voltage, the inner frames
displace in opposite directions, making the lever rotate around
the hinge. The other electrodes can be used for capacitive
detection, so that a calibration of the effective displacement
of the inner frames under the electrostatic actuation voltage
can be done in parallel to the piezoresistive readout. This is a
key point for the correct estimation of the gauge factor.

Fig. 7 reports a sample measured differential resistance
variation with respect to the displacement in the sense direc-
tion, indicating (i) a scale-factor for the PS mode of about
2.2 �/nm, and (ii) a linearity error (calculated as the rela-
tive deviation from the best linear fitting) lower than 1.5%.
Through the lever transduction factor (0.072), the nano-gauge
length (5 μm) and the resistance value at rest (2.8 k�)
one can evaluate a corresponding gauge-factor G F = 50.2.
The repeatability of the measurement is within ±9% over

10 tested samples (see the inset in the figure). As the same
degree of variability is obtained by measuring the displace-
ment through the two remaining capacitive electrodes, these
measurements lead to the conclusion that the differential gauge
factor is quite stable over different samples.

IV. DRIVE AND SENSE MODES CORRELATION

The repeatability analysis continues with the measurements
of the mismatch � f for the two described structures. Though
this parameter is common to capacitive sensors, its constancy
across devices based on piezoresistive sensing is markedly
different, as shown and motivated in this Section.

Indeed, in devices like structure A, in order to maximize
the stress on the gauges during the motion of the inner frame,
their position along the lever gives rise to a non-negligible
constraint with respect to the overall constraint of the sense
mode. This means that the resonance frequency fS of the
PS mode depends not only on the micrometric springs and
hinge, but also on the nano-gauges themselves. On the other
side, the TF mode frequency fT F depends only on micrometric
springs. Nonuniformities in the epitaxy height or etching may
induce an imperfect correlation between the two modes, thus
variations of the mismatch � f from part to part, which cannot
be ignored when high repeatability in the sensitivity is desired.

The measurements presented in this Section were obtained
on bare wafers, at a probe station with manual probe
positioners. All the data were collected in a clean room, moni-
tored environment, at a temperature of 25±2°C. Measurements
of the natural frequency of the modes were done using the
setup described in [16] and [17]. The technique is based on the
excitation of a mode through electrostatic actuation, consisting
in a slowly increasing voltage followed by a sudden voltage
zeroing, to measure the natural oscillation after this downward
electrostatic force step.

The electromechanical parameters can be then extracted
by first applying a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) to the
measured time response, and by subsequently fitting the data
with the theoretical curve, with iterations on the values of the
quality factor and resonance frequency, around the initial guess
found by the FFT. The second part of the procedure greatly
increases the precision in the parameters estimation.

For the TF mode measurement, the actuation signal is
applied to a set of comb drives, and the readout electronics
is connected to a second set of combs, for capacitive readout.
The amplitude of the applied excitation voltage is ∼30 V,
corresponding to roughly x = 1 μm of displacement for the
external and inner frames in the x-direction.

For the PS mode measurement, the actuation signal is
applied to a pair of self-test electrodes and the readout
electronics is connected to the nano-gauges, for piezoresistive
readout. The applied voltage value is ∼14 V, corresponding to
roughly �y ∼ 50 nm of displacement (overshoot included)
for each inner frame and lever tip, in opposite y-directions.

A. Structure A (M&NEMS Process)

Sample results of these measurements are reported in Fig. 8
and 9 for the drive and sense modes respectively. For each
figure, the (a) label plots the measured curve, and the (b) label



Fig. 8. Experimental results showing (a) the response to a downward step
to the rest position, together with the best fitting curve, for the drive mode
and (b) the corresponding FFT.

Fig. 9. Experimental results showing (a) the time response to a downward
step to the rest position, together with the best fitting curve, for the sense
mode and (b) the corresponding FFT.

plots the derived FFT. Starting from the parameters found by
the FFT, (a) also reports the best-fitting damped waveform,
indicating the found resonance and quality factor.

The measurements were repeated for 26 samples distributed
on two wafers as indicated in the inset of Fig. 10(a). The
on-wafer sample distance is 21 mm; non-numbered boxes
marked in red represent non-working devices, likely due to
incomplete release of a corner of the external frame, as inferred
from IR microscope inspection. Overall, for the samples ana-
lyzed on two wafers the yield is in the order of 75%. The found
average frequency for the TF mode is fT F = 18.3 kHz, in line
with the FEM simulation. The sense frequency is on average
fS = 16.9 kHz, slightly lower than predictions. Fig. 10(a)
summarizes the obtained results, showing in square markers
the measured TF mode and in circle markers the PS mode.

It is evident that there is a correlation between the fre-
quency variations across the samples, but it is not unitary.
Though the trend is similar, the drive mode shows a larger
relative variation than the sense mode. This is made clearer
in Fig. 10(b) (upside-down triangles), which reports, for each
tested sample i , the relative deviation of the mismatch from its
average value, (� f i −� f )/� f . Deviations up to about ±30%
can be observed with a minimum value of � fmin = 1.08 kHz
and a maximum value of � fmax = 1.87 kHz. For the first

Fig. 10. (a) Measured resonance frequencies of 26 samples for the TF mode
(squares), the PS mode (circles) and the sense mode after nano-gauge removal
(diamonds, 8 samples); (b) relative deviation of the mismatch from the average
value, with and without nano-gauges; (c) distribution of the � f on wafer #1.

wafer, to which the largest number of tested samples belongs,
the absolute frequencies as well as the � f increase following
a wafer border-to-center direction (Fig. 10(c)), which may
indicate either an increased over-etching or a decreased epitaxy
height towards wafer borders (see the next Section).

Looking back at Eq. (1) and considering the results obtained
on the gauge factor variance, the measured mismatch fluctu-
ation from sample to sample appears as the major source of
sensitivity fluctuation among different samples. One possible
reason to explain the observed behavior is the presence of
nano-gauge constraints on the sense mode only, due to the
fact that the (250 nm)2 gauges are etched in a different step
with respect to the epitaxial layer DRIE.

In order to confirm this hypothesis, the following operations
were performed on 8 of the tested samples. The nano-gauges
were connected to an electrometer (Keithley 617) one at a
time. First, their resistance under a small current was mea-
sured. Then, the current was increased up to such values that
the nano-gauges were burned (visual inspection confirmed the
burnout). A high-impedance was found when measuring again
the resistance.

The devices at this point were constrained only by springs
of the micrometric type also for the sense mode. As in
the previous case, downward step response measurements
for the sense mode were obtained, this time using the self-
test electrodes both for driving and for capacitive sensing.
A sample obtained result is reported in Fig. 11. The data for
these 8 devices are collected in Fig. 10(a) in diamond markers,
showing an average frequency of 13.1 kHz now that the
nano-gauge constraints are lost.

Fig. 10(b) also reports (green triangles) the relative deviation
of the mismatch from its average value, for the samples



Fig. 11. Experimental results showing (a) the time response to a downward
step to the rest position, together with the best fitting curve, for the sense
mode after the nano-gauge elimination and (b) the corresponding FFT.

Fig. 12. (a) Measured resonance frequencies on 14 samples for the TF mode
(squares) and the CS mode for the structure built in the ThELMA process;
(b) relative deviation of the mismatch � f from its average value.

modified after the removal of nano-gauges. The correlation
between the frequencies turns now to be almost unitary, with
a relative deviation in the order of ±5%, which confirms the
anticipated hypothesis.

B. Structure B (Standard Micromachining Process)

For further comparative purposes, the same kind of mea-
surement was repeated on the structures of type B, which
adopt capacitive pick-off electrodes for the sense mode.
In general, for capacitive sensors (e.g. gyroscopes [7], [8],
[11]–[13]), typical repeatability guidelines are to design the
springs determining the TF and CS modes with the same
(or very similar) width. In this way, local process imperfections
have a well-correlated impact on the modes stiffness. In other
words, different samples may have different absolute values of
the same mode, but the mismatch � f is expected to be quite
stable across a wafer and from wafer to wafer.

In agreement with these predictions, 14 samples of
structure B, belonging to two wafers, were tested (Fig. 12(a)).
The results show an average split � f of 2.5 kHz, slightly
larger than predicted but much more stable from part to part,
as indicated by mismatch relative deviations lower than ±8%
of Fig. 12(b). In this case too, lower frequencies are found at
wafer borders.

V. PREDICTIONS FOR DIFFERENT SPRINGS GEOMETRIES

In order to quantitatively assess the observed behavior
and to be able to predict the fluctuation of the mismatch
� f as a function of the process corners and of the design
geometry, several measurements of the epitaxy height and of
the micrometric layer etching uniformity were gathered and
correlated to the data of the previous section.

The average epitaxy height after planarization on the exam-
ined wafers is 20.2 μm, with a ±3σ confidence interval of
±1.3 μm. The etching uniformity of the micrometric layer was
statistically assessed on 4 previously fabricated lots, through
suitably developed delta-width networks. The measurements
show an average over-etching value of about 30 nm, with
a ±3σ confidence interval of ±81 nm. Similarly, delta-
width networks were designed also for the nano-gauge layer.
Measurements on the nano-gauge width revealed a ±15 nm
fabrication precision.

A model was developed to theoretically predict the stiffness
(and the mass) of the two modes of structure A as a function of
the epitaxy height and etching. In particular, for the TF mode
with flexural folded springs with a width wT F and an overall
stiffness kT F , the relative variation dkT F /kT F depends on
the relative height variation dh/h and on the relative etching
variation de/e according to:

dkT F

kT F

= dh

h
(2)

dkT F

kT F

= −3
de

wT F − e
(3)

A similar procedure was used for the PS mode. In this case,
the contribution kng−lever of the nano-gauge-constrained lever
to the stiffness kP S was estimated through FEM simulations,
whose parametric results were incorporated in the model. The
PS mode variation as a function of the height and etching
non-uniformities is now:

dkP S

kP S

= dh

h

(
1 − kng−lever

kP S

)
(4)

dkP S

kP S

= −3
de

(wP S − e)

(
1 − kng−lever

kP S

)
(5)

Assuming a quite stable nano-gauge stiffness (as inferred from
the measurements of Section III), the formulas (2)–(5) above
quantify the different dependence of the TF and PS modes
stiffness from the considered process nonuniformities.

The model output is represented by the frequencies of the
two modes. Figure 13a reports them as a function of the
etching, within its maximum and minimum corners reported
above, plotting the TF mode as a dashed curve, the PS mode
as a dot curve, and the sense mode with no gauges as
an asterisk-marker curve. The absolute frequency values for
no over or under etching are in reasonable agreement with
FEM simulations and experimental data. Moreover, the results
on the variation of the mismatch are well in line with the
experimental measurements of the previous section, indeed:

(i) the correlation between the drive and sense modes is not
unitary, and a maximum difference � fmax − � fmin =
700 Hz is found for the maximum and minimum etching



Fig. 13. (a) Model results for TF and PS modes (with and without gauges)
as a function of the structural layer over-etch, using the same width for
the micrometric springs of both the modes. The model predicts a maximum
variability in the � f of 700 Hz; (b) model results for TF and PS modes,
using new design guidelines for the TF mode springs, to mitigate the � f
variability.

corners (±80 nm). This value well compares to the
experimentally observed difference of � fmax −� fmin =
790 Hz (Fig. 10(a));

(ii) as expected, the correlation between the drive and the
sense modes when the effect of gauges is not considered
turns back to be almost unitary.

The same procedure was repeated to take into account the
effects of the process height corners, which result to have a
lower impact (variation in � f is lower than ±200 Hz) as the
stiffness of the springs of in-plane devices depends linearly on
height and cubically on width, as shown by Eq. (2) and (3).

Two approaches are under consideration in order to relieve
the observed effect, which degrades the repeatability in the
gain-factor among different samples. The first one is suggested
by formulas (2)–(5), and consists in using wider (and corre-
spondingly longer) springs for the TF mode with respect to
the PS mode (wT F > wP S ). It is a different design guideline
with respect to capacitive sensors, where TF and CS modes
ideally claim for the same spring width, so to be affected
in the same way by process variations. This new guideline
is quite effective in solving the dependence of the � f on the
etching, but it leaves unsolved the (small) residual dependence
on the variations in the process height. According to the model
results and by equating Eq. (3) and (5), an increase by a factor
1.65 of the drive springs width and length is enough to make
negligible the dependence of the � f on the etching, as shown
in Fig. 13b through circle markers. For the specific geometry

shown in Fig. 1, such a spring length increase implies a partial
increase of the overall device area (from 915 μm × 443 μm
to 930 μm × 600 μm), mostly due to the space needed to
lengthen the tuning fork folds.

The second approach, which is currently under analysis, is
the introduction of nano-gauge elements also for the TF mode.
This approach has a low impact on the device miniaturization
and could allow the use of nano-gauges as TF mode detection
elements (e.g. to close the drive loop in gyroscopes [18], [19]).
This architecture requires a lever system also for the TF
mode, and a similar weight-ratio of the nano-gauge stiffness
to the overall stiffness for both the modes (kng−T F/kT F =
kng−lever/kP S ), in order to get well-correlated variations for
different samples. Such a solution is also immune from process
height changes.

It is however not straightforward to design nano-gauges in
the TF mode: considering again the example of a gyroscope,
while the inner mass displacement at full-scale could be in
the order of a few tens of nm in the y-direction, the TF mass
displacement (in the x-direction) is typically about 100 times
larger [11]–[13].

This consideration implies that, if the nano-gauges are
supposed to have the same weight in determining the stiffness
(which is mandatory to solve the � f fluctuations issue), than
the gauges included in the drive mode will take 100 times the
stress of the gauges put in the sense mode. This means roughly
10 GPa, which is both beyond the nominal tensile strength
of the materials used for the gauges (typically < 8 GPa for
monocristalline Silicon), and 6 times larger than the buckling
stress in compression (∼ 2 GPa for the used gauge geometry),
and 7 times larger than the maximum acceptable stress to avoid
fatigue failure within 5 years of operation (1.4 GPa) [20].
Though different geometries may be studied, the implementa-
tion of such a solution appears as very challenging.

VI. CONCLUSION

This work investigated the repeatability of the gauge-factor
and of the mode-split in a suitable device built in a process
that employs piezoresistive nano-gauges as detection means.

Results demonstrated a repeatability of the mode-split more
than three times poorer than in a standard micromachining
process, based on capacitive sensing. The reason was found
in that over-etching (mostly) and height (with a lower impact)
differently affect modes with and without nano-gauges.

The observed fluctuation in the frequencies difference from
part to part is predicted to be the main source of sensitivity
fluctuations from part to part for sensors based on piezoresis-
tive nano-gauges and operating in mode-split configurations.

Techniques to reduce the relevance of this issue were inves-
tigated and new design guidelines were derived for the springs,
which differ from typical design guidelines of capacitive
sensors.

Further studies on alternative geometries and on the impact
of the fabrication nonuniformities on specific structures
(accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers) represent
future work.
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